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Well…I’d love to write a post about the passing of the great Bud Schulberg, auteur
of On The Waterfront and Hollywood legend, but I’m woefully remiss on the subject.
There. I said it. Schulberg’s career is something totally out of my wheelhouse and I
have to go and watch Waterfront, Face In The Crowd and read What Makes
Sammy Run. No problem whatsoever sir. The death of John Hughes, however, hits
closer to home for me. Mr. Hughes died of a heart attack in New York yesterday at
59 years old. He’d sort of faded into a career of script doctoring, most recently on
the Owen Wilson vehicle Drillbit Taylor and production work. 25 years ago, though,
Hughes was leading the pack during a youth movement in American cinema and

wrote, directed or produced a decade of classic comedies. Along with the early Cameron Crowe
films, Rob Reiner’s adaptation of Stand by Me, and the film Goonies,the Hughes films were a sort
of gentle insight into the lives of 80′s teenagers. I say gentle, because they weren’t true to the
subject matter. The reality was that we swore, we didn’t just stop with a kiss over a candle and most
times Simple Minds and O.M.D. didn’t play when we walked out of school. Hughes was on to
something, though. We were a disembodied generation. The boomers and the Jonesers were in
charge of the economy and the kids weren’t alright and struggling to find their way. This was the
dawn of more extreme forms of teenage violence, depression and suicide and a post modern
sense of hopelessness. Teen pregnancy was on the rise and high school administrators had to
recognize the issue for the first time, rather than ostracize the young parents. Hughes didn’t speak
the language fluently, but he illustrated our struggles and the universals that united us. Pretty In Pink
was his high water mark and 1986 was John Hughes most influential year. As a lower middle class
13 year old I could identify with Molly Ringwald’s struggles in the movie. As A dad, I understand the
pathos of Harry Dean Stanton’s father character in the movie. Hughes did dads really well. The
movies always had a way of starting out with the very humorous foibles of 80′s teens and ended with
a crisis of self that had to be settled after the credits rolled. The kids in The Breakfast Club were
given a mission and walked into the sunshine to face lives of adult responsibility. Cameron in Ferris
Bueller’s Day Off  had to face the distant father (although, at least his dad didn’t give him a carton of
Camels for Christmas) and the lack of an actual relationship. This was the thing. They didn’t need to
swear, or have sex and could play all the silly pop songs they wanted. There was an emotional
touchstone in these films that didn’t exist before and teenagers haven’t been blessed with in movies
since. Sure, American Pie and it’s clones upped the ante on teen hijinks, but did they have the
heart? Maybe. Probably not. We were truly blessed to have that little era of movies and Hughes to
write and direct them.
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